Mandala Masterpiece

Break out the coloring supplies and bring this mandala design to life!
Cut out the square below to build a glider for Frankie and pals. Add some color to make its flight even more impressive!

**Frankie Flyer**

Fold along the dotted lines marked 1 and 2.

Fold along line 3, then fold line 4 in the same direction.

Turn the glider over and fold it in half, following the dashed center line 5.

Fold dotted lines 6 and 7 in the opposite direction.

Fold up lines 8 and 10.

Pinch fold 5 nice and tight and now it’s ready to take flight!
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Character Creation
Using your wacky and fun imagination, transform yourself into your very own SONIC character!

Red Button’s Tips & Tricks:
Need ideas to jumpstart the creative process? Here are some tips and tricks to get started!

1. Try starting with simple shapes such as circles, squares and triangles.

2. Try using your favorite SONIC treat as inspiration.

3. Always remember that there is no wrong way to create!

After transforming yourself into a SONIC character, add some color! If you have any extra supplies such as construction paper or pipe cleaners, feel free to get creative!

Newest Red Button Member: ___________________ (Your Name)

Red Button & Friends

Phil the Cup
Lemma
Corn Doug
Red Button
Tate
Tot
Cheese Louise
Duncan Ketchup
Frankie
Cherie
Lime Ada
Trumint
Tot Duncan Ketchup
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Number Crunchers

Fill the squares so each number 1–4 appears only once in its row, column and section. For an extra hard challenge, try the big version with numbers 1-9!